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Introduction 

czCube is a project concerning development and construction of a CubeSat class 
nanosatellite, which is realized in the Czech Republic by an independent group of amateur 
enthusiasts as well as members of commercial and academic institutions. We also cooperate 
with many students and authorities from Czech universities and space and educational 
institutes (University of West Bohemia (Západočeská universita (ZČU)), Faculty of 
Mathematics and Physics (Matematická a fyzikální fakulta (MFF)), Techmania, Czech 
Technical University (České vysoké učení technické (ČVUT)), Brno University of Technology 
(Vysoké učení technické (VUT) Brno), Czech Space Office (Česká kosmická kancelář (ČKK)…). 
We have funded construction of the satellite from private resources of team members and 
contributions of sponsors. The czCube project has already had 4 years of development 
behind it; now it is in the phase of constructing the testing prototype of the satellite. 

Vision 

The purport of the czCube project is to gain skills, experience and verified technologies for 
future low-budget space missions. We simply want to learn how to construct small satellites 
and hand over results of our effort to all potential interested parties.  

The basic question risen at the beginning of our project in 2004 was whether currently 
accessible technologies are advanced enough to enable a team of non professionals to 
construct and operate a functional satellite under the conditions of the Czech Republic. We 
seek the answer within the czCube project. We strive to find such designs of all satellite 
parts that would be not only reliable and functional but also relatively accessible and 
manageable. 

If we succeed to complete the czCube project successfully, we shall have at our disposal 
everything necessary for a satellite and probe “building kit”, which would be affordable both 
from the price and technology point of view and applicable for low-budget space missions.  

Besides this objective, the fundamental contribution is self-education and extension of skills 
of all participating persons and institutions.  

The complete set of czCube documents including all experience and findings obtained from 
the project will be freely available for study on the Internet. So, the project will have wide 
range of possible utilizations and continuation even in future. 

Mission 

The objective of the czCube project is to develop, construct, launch and operate a satellite as 
small as possible containing all essential systems for scientific missions in near and partially 
in far space (including a safe physical propulsion system on the basis of a solar sail or an 
electrodynamic tether). Besides, the above objective should be achieved, if possible, without 
any necessary public funding (in the effort to arrive at minimum price). 
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Components to verify 

-  Light supporting structure able to withstand launch procedure and operation in space,  
- A reliable power supply with photovoltaic cells, 
-  Radio communication system for bidirectional data transmission, 
-  Digital camera for capturing images [experiment], 
-  Orientation system and active three-axis stabilization system (with electromagnetic 

coils)[experiment], 
-  Alternative propulsion system useable for orbit changes and maneuvering (solar sail, 

tether)[experiment]. 
 
Consequently, other satellites and probes may be constructed from the verified parts. 

The czCube satellite is just the starting point for future projects. 

Technical and scientific objectives of czCube satellite 

- Technological test of all the satellite parts (verification of performance and reliability 
in space), 

- CW and data telemetry reception from the radio beacon (assessment of signal 
quality), 

- Transmission of commands from the Earth to the satellite (assessment of 
transmission reliability), 

- Long-term recording of temperature, voltage, currents and other crucial 
housekeeping data onboard the satellite (at least for a period of one week), 

- Assessment of efficiency of satellite solar cells and available energy, 
- Long-term measurement of magnetic field changes along the Earth orbit (at least for 

a period of one week), 
- Comparison of accuracy of attitude determination based on the magnetic field and 

the Sun sensors, 
- Assessment of electromagnetic coils stabilization efficiency,  
- Transmission of digital images from the satellite to the Earth, 
- Dynamic behaviour of the electrodynamic tether after its deployment, 
- Monitoring of powered tether effect on satellite orbit changes, 
- Dynamic behaviour of the solar sail after its deployment and unfolding, 
- Monitoring of solar sail effect on satellite orbit changes, 
- Optical monitoring of the satellite from the Earth surface (flashes of highly luminous 

LED lights, solar sail mirage, 
- Assessment of lifetime of individual satellite components. 
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Mission plan 

- Separation from the carrier rocket (release from the P-POD), 
- Activation of satellite systems (antennas deployment, top wall lifting off),  
- Automatic initial experimental images captured by a camera (and their storage in the 

memory), 
- Automatic start of basic telemetry transmission via the radio beacon,  
- Automatic attitude determination in space and transmission of the data via the radio 

beacon, 
- Automatic start of transmission of captured photograph previews via the radio 

beacon,  
- Automatic activation of the active stabilization system with the aim to stop the 

rotation, 
- Telemetry assessment on Earth, 
- Transmission of start command to start transmission of selected data via the high 

speed radio channel, 
- Transmission of measured values history and images in full resolution via the high 

speed radio channel, 
- Satellite de-spinning by means of the active stabilization system, 
- Tests of controlled attitude changes in space by means of commands transmitted 

from Earth, 
- Tests of various uplink/downlink modes of radio data transmissions via both radio 

channels, 
- Command activated tether deployment, recorded by the camera, 
- Transmission of tether images to the Earth, 
- Tether activation and functional and control tests, 
- Changes of czCube orbit by means of the tether, 
- Command activated solar sail deployment, recorded by the camera, 
- Transmission of sail images to the Earth, 
- Sail activation and control tests, 
- Changes of czCube orbit by means of the solar sail, 
- Monitoring of orbit changes and reception of images and telemetry till the end of the 

satellite lifetime. 
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Project history 

The czCube project started in 2004 and has already undergone 4 years of development and 
is in the phase of constructing the testing prototype of the satellite. 

For the support of our project we have established registered association czCube o.s. in 
2007. 

At the very beginning of the project, we tried to find complete commercially available 
products that would become usable for our aim after certain modifications. Unfortunately, 
at that time, we did not succeed in finding such products on the market. However during the 
search period, a group of enthusiasts willing to participate in the project even after a 
decision had been made based on results of similar foreign projects to carry out standard 
development of all systems from the scratch, teamed up. 

After initial discussions, we decided to use as many available standards as possible while 
approaching the solution as freely and openly as possible. Finally, we chose a concept of 
smart independent modules interconnected by a serial communication bus. As the basic 
standard, we chose the CubeSat construction specification from CalPoly. For 
communications, we decided to use the Radio Amateur Satellite Service and its standards.  

The base of the czCube project is a cube-shaped satellite with dimensions of 10x10x10 cm 
and weighting up to 1 kg (meeting the CubeSat standards), which contains all modules to be 
verified. Concerning the experimental propulsion system, we want to test a electrodynamic 
tether and (or) solar sail.  

Over the last few years, we have been developing the individual modules. Now, we already 
know how to construct them, and we collected all the necessary components and we are 
completing the construction of the testing prototypes.  

   

czCube prototype with mock-up of Magion 1 satellite (first Czechoslovak satellite in 1978) 

 at meeting to celebrate 50 years of space age at Prague (November 27, 2007) 
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Block diagram of czCube satellite 

 

 

czCube technical solution 

We chose the concept of smart independent modules communicating by a simple serial bus. 
This concept allows us to work in several relatively independent development teams. 

Modules 

-  Supporting structure (meeting CubeSat specification), 
- Power supply (with photovoltaic cells, output power approx. 1W), 
- Radio 1 (radio beacon with telemetry and command receiver in the 435-438 MHz 

band), 
- Radio 2 (faster telemetry and command receiver in the 2,4 GHz band), 
- Camera (for capturing images of Earth and the satellite [its sail and tether]), 
- ADCS (with magnetometer and active three-axis stabilization system by means of 

electromagnetic coils), 
- Solar sail (alternative physical type of propulsion), 
- Electrodynamic tether (alternative physical type of propulsion). 

Supporting structure 

The czCube main structure fully meets the standard of CubeSat class nanosatellites (1kg, 
10x10x10cm). The structure is made of aluminium alloy with anodized surface. 

We completed the supporting structure prototype and expect to use it as the base for the 
testing satellite version.  
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Completed prototype of czCube supporting structure 

 

Power supply 

We consider the power supply as the most critical part of the satellite and pay enormous 
attention to it. From the conceptual point of view, it is a two-stage multiple switching power 
supply controlled by a microprocessor. The designed circuit is failure resistant (it provides 
voltage and current to outputs in the basic mode even in case of the controlling MCU 
failure). The unit is able to control 5 independent power outputs (to different modules) and 
is resistant to short-circuited outputs. For a short term, it is able to deliver peak current up 
to 1A to any output.   

We presume application of solar cells with at least 15% efficiency (available output approx. 
1,500 mW from each satellite side, efficiency of voltage converters higher than 80% thus the 
worst supply capacity is 1,200 mW). The primary and secondary output voltages are 3.3 V 
and 5 V, respectively. The Li-Pol accumulator 3.6V has capacity at least 1,000 mAh, and is 
designed to power all critical systems at least for the period twice as long as the longest 
possible time spent in the Earth shadow. 

The power-supply MCU adjusts independently optimal supply of onboard modules on the 
basis of available power. It also imposes energy modes for other satellite modules (based on 
available power) and, in case of energy shortage (or upon request from Earth station via the 
on-board bus), switches on and off the individual modules.  

The MCU software carries out a measurement of voltage and currents of the individual 
segments of solar cells and recalculates the data to the direction vector from the satellite to 
the Sun. The obtained information is regularly sent to the on-board bus to be used by the 
ADCS module. It also measures voltage and output currents of power outputs to the 
individual modules. All measured and internal data is stored in the local memory and can be 
downloaded via the communication bus. 
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Radio 1 (435-438 MHz): 

The main purpose of the radio beacon is to provide the basic telemetric information 
concerning statuses of the satellite systems. We strive for such design and construction 
ensuring with maximum signal reception probability by any Earth station. 

This goal resulted in using the 70cm band i.e. 435-438 MHz band of the Radio Amateur 
Satellite Service. The used transmission protocol is the AFSK modulation, 1k2 AX.25 protocol 
(popular 1k2 packet radio standard). In addition, we want to transmit a part of data by 
means of CW signals with speed of approx. 40wpm. 

We calculate on using dipole antennas made of metal strips. Their deployment will be 
automatically performed by the radio beacon controlling processor after expiration of a 
preset countdown interval that starts in the moment of satellite release from the carrier 
rocket. 

The beacon signal with low power output level (max 50 mW) is transmitted continuously and 
regularly in 4 second intervals. The transmitted signal is a short AX.25 frame with the basic 
status information across all on-board modules.   

Eight 50 mW broadcasts are followed by CW transmission of several basic pieces of 
information (output level increased to approx. 100 mW) and several AFSK data packets with 
detailed telemetry (maximum output power level of approx. 300 mW) followed by 10- 
second idle period. 

This means that radio amateurs all over the world will be able to monitor the czCube 
satellite transmission; Earth stations with advanced equipment will be able to intercept the 
complete broadcast; the ones with average equipment will be able to intercept the 
telemetry in the 30second interval and the ones with basic equipment will be able to 
monitor at least the signal and CW telemetry.  

The above describes the basic and initial beacon transmit mode after switching the module 
on. It is possible to adjust transmission parameters (time intervals and output levels) by 
means of commands transmitted from the Earth station. This adjustment is always time 
limited and, after expiration of the timeout, parameter values return to their original setting 
unless replaced by a new communication command.  

The radio beacon also works as a command receiver of controlling commands from the Earth 
station. This function will be always active on the same frequency in time gaps between 
separate transmissions. Thanks to this receiver, it will be possible to send a message from an 
Earth station to the on-board bus and thus command all on-board systems. The uplink 
transmission protocol is private; the data format is encrypted. 
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Radio 2 (2.4 GHz) 

The 2.4 GHz band radio also uses the Radio Amateur Satellite Service in the S-band i.e. 2400-
2450 MHz band and is intended for fast transmission of bulk data such as on-board camera 
images or archive data series and diagnostic recordings having volume of minimally several 
hundreds of kB per day.  

The expected transmission speed is 9600 and 38400 bps. The link budget is calculated to at 
least 2,000 km in case of above-average equipment. Lower-quality equipment reduces 
probability to receive the transmission or enables only monitoring of the signal. The 
communication protocol is AX.25 in 9k6 G3RUH or 38k4 G3RUH formats.  

A data part of the AX.25 protocol will be secured by Reed-Solomon code with optional 
RS(15,9), RS(15,11) or RS(15,13) formats to increase probability to receive the transmission 
and to guarantee of received data integrity.  

A fixed patch antenna integrated in satellite surface is used for the S-band transceiver. After 
release from the carrier rocket, the antenna is immediately ready for transmission. We 
believe that this solution will provide, in comparison with wire antennas, higher reliability of 
the system even at a price that the antenna blocks completely one satellite side.  

Due to power savings, this radio does not broadcast all the time but only on the basis of the 
Earth’s request or at programmed times. The RF power level delivered to the antenna will be 
maximally 200 mW. During idle interval, the equipment will be in the reception mode which 
means that the czCube has two independent ways of receiving commands and transmitting 
data.  

   

Radio 1 transceiver prototype (left) and ground station software testing (right) 
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Camera 

From the construction point of view, it is the standard 2 Mpx CMOS sensor chip controlled 
by a programmable microprocessor. We also consider the option to use two chips with 
different optics. 

The on-board module directly takes and stores colour images in its (supply-failure proof) 
memory. It may control exposure and image capturing according to the pre-set time 
schedule. It provides the communication interface and transmission protocol, which 
facilitates receiving Earth’s commands by means of on-board bus messages and sequential 
controlled transmission of photographs and other data in a form of packet sequence 
towards the Earth via the radio channel. 

The camera is designed to be used both for scanning the earth and monitoring the tether 
and solar sail deployment (and their dynamics during maneuvering).  

For additional lighting necessary for capturing images of the satellite parts in the Earth 
shadow, we want to use flashing, highly luminous, LED diodes, which are used in aviation. 
Light of these LED diodes is so intensive that it should be optically visible from the Earth (by 
means of smaller telescopes).   

ADCS (Attitude Determination and Control System) 

The assignment of the czCube satellite attitude determination and control system is as 
follows: 

1. To stop the initial rotation (imparted by the mechanism releasing the satellite from the 

P-POD), 

2. To set up and maintain required attitude. 

The solar panels (measurements of the current from panels on different satellite walls) and 

the tree-axial magnetometer serve as orientation sensors. The controlling processor 

continuously evaluates and filters data obtained from sensors and deduces information 

about the satellite position in orbit and the orientation of the satellite body in inertial and 

Earth reference frame.  

The default stabilization mode is the effort for bounded rotation of the satellite i.e. active 

control of attitude so that antennas point towards Earth at all times. The active elements are 

three mutually perpendicular coils whose active control and interaction of generated and 

Earth magnetic field enables to achieve necessary control torques. 

We developed our own SW modification of the B-dot regulator to despin the satellite as well 
as the enhanced Kepler orbit estimator algorithm for determination of the satellite position 
in the orbit (using FFT analysis of the magnetic field magnitude in the course of orbital 
revolution around the Earth). 
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We also build and develop a special software and hardware simulator to verify the theory 
and functioning of implemented algorithms. 

Solar sail 

The solar sail principle has been known for a very long time, but it has never been practically 
used in space. Due to the fact that it is cheap, safe and relatively simple propulsion system, 
which may reach interesting performances, we want to test it for possible use at small and 
light spacecrafts.  

From the construction point of view, it is a thin metalized Mylar foil reinforced by rigid but 
flexible ribs made of composite materials. During the launch the sail and ribs are inside the 
satellite body. Experimentally, we want to push out and deploy the sail on the orbit at the 
end of the mission after verification of all other satellite modules. For the first testing within 
the czCube project we are building a square sail with surface of approx. 4m2 pushed out of 
the satellite body by a boom, approx. 30cm long. 4 additional composite booms, 0.7mm in 
diameter, are placed in sail diagonals. For controlling the sail by means of gravity centre 
changes, we want to use two small servomotors mounted on the central boom grip between 
the satellite and the sail.  

If the satellite is released in the orbit higher than 700 km the action of sail forces may exceed 
the aerodynamic drag of the atmosphere and the czCube may actively change its orbit. In 
lower altitudes, the atmosphere drag will be stronger compared with the solar radiation 
pressure, but it will be always possible to monitor dynamics of the sail and, maybe, use it for 
faster deorbitation of the satellite.  
 

    

Model of possible czCube configuration with deployed solar sail 

and screenshot from our SW satellite simulator
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Electrodynamic tether  

The electrodynamic tether is in fact a long conductor with flowing-through electric current 
while the surrounding cosmic plasma forms a part of the circuit. The current flow generates 
its own magnetic field which interacts with the Earth magnetic field resulting in a force 
acting on the tether, through which it may influence the parent satellite and, thereby, 
change its orbit or orientation in space. We think that the electromagnetic tether is a 
prospective principle for propulsion of small satellites. That’s the reason why we would like 
to test experimentally its properties and performances on the czCube satellite directly in 
space.  

From the construction point of view, we designed the tether as two thin metal tapes, several 
meters long, powered from the satellite sources. The tapes will be fixed onto the central 
board pushed out from the satellite body by a boom, approx. 30 cm long (common with the 
solar sail). 

The purpose is to test experimentally whether the tether can measurably change the 
satellite orbit and to find out what power is necessary. The tether current will be controlled 
by Earth station commands.  

Earth station 

We have at our disposal suitable radio equipment for the 435 MHz band. We are building 
antennas for transmitting and receiving in 435 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands. The observatory in 
Panská Ves (Institute of Atmospheric Physics of the Academy of Science) as well as the 
Department of Experimental Satellites at the Brno University of Technology (VUT Brno) 
promised us assistance for the initial, most critical part of the mission. Concerning telemetry, 
we count on assistance of radio amateurs all over the world.  

Testing plan 

First, we want to test performance reliability of all satellite parts under terrestrial conditions. 
After completion of the testing prototype satellite, we want to subject the whole assembly 
to standardized acceptance tests (vibrations, thermal vacuum tests). For testing, we will use 
possibilities and equipment of cooperating universities (electronics at University of West 
Bohemia (ZČU), mechanics at Czech Technical University (ČVUT)). 

Time schedule (preliminary) 

Q1 2009 – completion of development of prototypes of all parts of the satellite 
Q2 2009 – completion of construction of the test (prototype) satellite  
Q3 2009 – completion of the flight satellite  
Q4 2009 – completion of acceptance tests of the flight czCube satellite  
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Team composition 

We are an independent group of enthusiasts from circles of amateurs as well as members of 
commercial and academic sphere. The group core consists of approximately 10 persons, 
mostly graduates of Czech technical universities. Some team members have their own 
companies engaged in special electronics, IT and satellite technologies. Additional 10 people 
participate irregularly, as needed, in development. Students or employees of Czech 
Universities form roughly one third of the team.  

Outlook 

Until now our major challenges were not money or technologies but particularly lack of time 
and experience (we all work on the project in our free time and we are not aerospace 
professionals). Therefore, development and construction of the satellite took so long. 
However, now we hope that the flight satellite will be available at the end of 2009. It seems 
obvious that our amateur project will continue at academic institutions (particularly at the 
University of West Bohemia) in a form of related grade and diploma theses. 

Financing 

Up to now, we have fully financed the czCube Project only from resources of individual team 
members while using considerable professional and financial background of our members, 
partners and sponsors (EMP Centauri, TEX cz, e.s.c).We have already spent ten thousands of 
Euros for development and construction of the prototype satellite. However, we perceive 
this project as amateur and open to everybody (as the Open Source at software projects). 
We also cooperate with many students and authorities from Czech universities and space 
and educational institutes (University of West Bohemia, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, 
Techmania, Czech Technical University, Brno University of Technology, Czech Space Office, 
Panská Ves, Institute of Atmospheric Physic, designers of Magion and MIMOSA satellites. 

For satellite testing we want to use university equipment and assistance. In case tests in 
certified testing laboratories are necessary, we rely on financial assistance of private 
sponsors. 

Commercial financing of the launch would require at least approx. USD 40,000 which is the 
CubeSat price for launch services of satellites according to its standard. For this stage we 
would need external financial resources and we would use mostly sponsoring again.  
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Contacts 

Technical and development contacts: 

Association czCube o.s. (Husova 86, 565 01 Choceň, Czech Republic) 

- chairman, coordinator: Ing. Aleš HOLUB, aholub@centrum.cz 

- technical coordinator: Ing. David HOLAS, holasd@procon.clnet.cz 

- scientific coordinator: Mgr. Jaroslav KOUSAL, Ph.D., jarda@kmf.troja.mff.cuni.cz  

- secretary: Ing. Jan DOLEŽAL, jd@czpm.eu  

Academic and educational contact: 

Faculty of Electrical Engineering, University of West Bohemia 

- doc. Ing. Jiří MASOPUST, CSc., masopust@kae.zcu.cz  

(Ing. is equivalent to M.Eng. and Mgr. is equivalent to M.Sc.) 

Conclusion 

Our project does not compete with professional missions, but we believe that it may be their 
suitable and useful complement. Freely accessible results of our effort will surely help to 
others at realization of future low-budget space missions. 

It is possible that over time acceptable conditions will allow not only scientific or commercial 
but also educational, independent and hobby space missions. It may cause that astronautics 
will develop faster and freer. We hope that our czCube satellite project will also contribute 
to this development and will bring astronautics closer to “ordinary” people.  

Further information can be found at our web site www.czcube.org/en . 

November, 2008 (members of the czCube team) 


